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Corporate Strategy and positive gold results –
Inclusion of IP Survey 2012 JORC Disclosures
Strategy
The Company has a significant Resource base in nickel, copper, cobalt, gold, platinum and palladium across five projects. In
addition, the Company’s balance sheet has been strengthened by the recent Entitlement Offer in April 2016. The Company’s
primary goal is to mine its Resources profitably and return value to shareholders through capital growth and dividends. The current
strategy on each asset is as follows:
Nickel
 Continue to explore and grow the Savannah North Resource
 Complete studies on enhancing the margins from Savannah and Savannah North so that when nickel prices recover we
can restart the operations with a longer mine life and lower cost base
 Review existing Resources and Reserves at Lanfranchi and consider options to unlock further value
Gold
 Realise the value of Gum Creek via a trade sale or IPO
PGMS
 Continue metallurgical testwork and evaluation studies on Panton to define the Project economics
 Add value through additional exploration at Thunder Bay via the JV with Rio
Business Development
 Work with our industry contacts to identify and study opportunities to acquire development or operating assets that will
complement our existing portfolio and can add shareholder value
 Primary focus is on assets in Australia

Nickel
Savannah
The asset is on care and maintenance with the last shipment of concentrate due to depart Wyndham in late June/early July.
Activities during the care and maintenance period include:






complete the Feasibility Study on the combined Savannah and Savannah North Project;
grow the Resource base by undertaking additional exploration, aimed at defining the strike and width dimensions of
Savannah North (underway);
study the technical and economic options of producing a higher nickel grade bulk concentrate, separate nickel and copper
concentrates, and/or a nickel/copper/cobalt matte;
identify the optimum mining and milling rates, recognising the existing mill has the capacity to treat 1.0-1.1Mtpa; and
identify capital and operating systems and processes that will enhance productivity and reduce unit costs.
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Once these work streams are completed, the Company will release the Feasibility Study results which will include guidance as to
the long term A$ nickel price required to restart Savannah. As previously stated, the remaining Mining Inventory at Savannah is
readily accessible with little capital development required. With a nickel price that supports the Savannah project, the free cashflow
generated from mining and processing of the remaining Savannah material will underpin the development of Savannah North,
reducing new project capital demand.

Gold – Gum Creek
General
The key attributes of the Gum Creek Gold Project include:
 Large tenement package of approximately 800km2 on the Gum Creek Greenstone Belt;
 Significant infrastructure in place (accommodation village, airstrip, tailings dam, roads);
 Granted mining leases and many approvals in place;
 Resources approximately 1.27Moz of gold;
 Historic production of approximately 1Moz;
 Positive Free Milling Scoping Study released in March 2016;
 Recent metallurgical testwork has identified additional technically viable process routes for treating refractory ore;
 Recent IP surveys have identified multiple drill ready exploration targets;
 Further studies ongoing with the aim of enhancing project economics ; and
 Baseline Environmental Studies substantially completed.
Given the current gold price and the key attributes of the Project, the Company believes that Gum Creek is significantly
undervalued inside Panoramic relative to peer gold companies. The current strong interest in gold equities presents an opportunity
for Panoramic to realise value through a trade sale or an IPO.
March 2016 Scoping Study
An updated Scoping Study of the Gum Creek Gold Project based on processing free milling open-pit Resources was released in
March 2016 (refer to the Company’s ASX announcements of 18 March 2016 and 22 March 2016). Studies on free milling material
are currently focusing on reducing the processing operating and capital costs through optimisation of the mining schedules and
updated pricing.
Further options for treating Gum Creek Refractory Ore1
In June 2016, metallurgical testwork of Wilsons mineralisation identified a potential processing route utilising mild conditions to
oxidise flotation concentrate to achieving high gold recoveries. The process consists of producing a flotation concentrate and low
intensity magnetic separation to produce a gold concentrate. This concentrate is then finely ground and pre-conditioned under
acidic conditions at moderate temperature prior to Carbon in Leach (CIL). The test of the pre-condition process was undertaken
for two hours at a temperature of less than 100C and at a pressure of approximately 1,000kPa. The overall metallurgical recovery
using site water was approximately 87-90%.
Conceptual Flow Sheet based on Recent Metallurgical Testwork
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Note - The test results referred to above are based on limited laboratory work and are considered a low-level technical
assessment. There has been no economic assessment completed utilising this flow sheet and there is no certainty that the
processing route will be used.
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In comparison with the previously considered BIOX method, this process has the potential to:
 reduce operating risk due to the nature of the oxidation process; and
 reduce operating and capital costs due to the small volume of concentrate produced, combined with a relatively fast
process time requiring smaller equipment sizes.
A number of areas for optimisation have been identified which will be the focus of future testwork.
The results of the testwork are considered significant as the Gum Creek Gold Project contains approximately 550koz of refractory
Resources and numerous refractory exploration targets. The Gum Creek refractory Resources are outlined below and the detailed
Gum Creek Resources as at 30 June 2015 are contained in Table 1 on page 6:





Wilsons - 2.3Mt at 5.37g/t Au for 391,500ozAu
Heron South - 1.1Mt at 2.20g/t Au for 80,300ozAu
Shiraz - 2.9Mt at 0.83g/t Au for 77,600ozAu
Total - 549,400oz Au

Recent Exploration Results
In 2015, Panoramic completed ground gravity and airborne electromagnetic surveys over the Gum Creek Gold Project. The
geophysical data collected was integrated with existing magnetic surveys, geological mapping and the drill-hole database to
identify new exploration targets.
As part of this work, fourteen high priority regional targets have been identified for follow-up exploration. In addition, the
Wilsons Shear, which is the host structure for several gold deposits including Wilsons, has been more accurately defined. Four of
the fourteen regional high priority targets are associated with the Wilsons Shear (Figures 1 and 2).
Figure 1: Gum Creek Project TMI image showing Wilsons Shear
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An Induced Polarisation (IP) test survey has been completed over the Wilsons deposit. The survey shows a clear chargeable
source coincident with the known Wilsons mineralisation and demonstrates the viability of using modern IP techniques as a tool to
explore for similar mineralisation along the Wilsons Shear. Inversion modelling of the Wilsons IP test data also suggests the
Wilsons mineralisation continues down plunge to the west beyond the current depth of drilling and existing Resource. Specification
details on the IP survey, including 2012 JORC disclosures, can be found in Table 1, Section 2 in Appendix 1.
In addition, IP surveying for across the host shear for a distance of 6km to the south of Wilsons has identified two discrete IP
chargeable anomalies similar to the one identified by the test survey at Wilsons (Figure 3). The source of the two
chargeable anomalies identified to the south of Wilsons is unknown and therefore justify further exploration. Only an estimated
ten percent of the Wilsons Shear within the Gum Creek Project area has been tested using modern IP techniques.
Figure 2: Gum Creek Project Gravity Image over Landsat showing Wilsons Shear
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Figure 3: Wilsons IP survey pseudo-sections over Landsat Image

Way Forward
As a result of the March 2016 Scoping Study, recent exploration results and the buoyant gold sector, the Company has decided to
run a dual IPO/trade sale process. The Company believes this is the best approach to realise the full value of Gum Creek. Further
details of the proposed IPO structure and timetable will be released in due course.
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About the Company
Panoramic Resources Limited (ASX code: PAN) is a Western Australian mining company formed in 2001 for the purpose of developing the
Savannah Nickel Project in the East Kimberley. Panoramic successfully commissioned the $65 million Savannah Project in late 2004 and then
in 2005 purchased and restarted the Lanfranchi Nickel Project, near Kambalda. In FY2014, the Company produced a record 22,256t contained
nickel and produced 19,301t contained nickel in FY2015. The Lanfranchi Project and Savannah Project were placed onto care and
maintenance in November 2015 and May 2016 respectively.
Following the successful development of the nickel projects, the Company diversified its resource base to include gold and platinum group
metals (PGM). The Gold Division consists of the Gum Creek Gold Project located near Wiluna. The PGM Division consists of the Panton
Project, located 60km south of the Savannah Project and the Thunder Bay North Project in Northern Ontario, Canada, in which Rio Tinto is
earning 70% by spending up to C$20 million over five years.
Panoramic has been a consistent dividend payer and has paid out a total of $114.3 million in fully franked dividends since 2008. At 27 May
2016, Panoramic had $28.5 million in cash and receivables and no bank debt.
The Company’s vision is to broaden its exploration and production base, with the aim of becoming a major, diversified mining company in the
S&P/ASX 100 Index. The growth path will include developing existing resources, discovering new ore bodies, acquiring additional projects and
is being led by an experienced exploration-to-production team with a proven track record.
For further information contact:
Peter Harold, Managing Director
+61 8 6266 8600

Table 1: Gum Creek Mineral Resources as at 30 June 2015

Notes:
 Swan OC resource cutoff grade is 0.7 g/t. The resources (both Indicated and Inferred categories) have been partially diluted over a minimum mining width of
2.5m and confined to a A$2,000 Whittle pit shell  Eagles Peak Resource cutoff grade is 1.2 g/t  Orion Resource cutoff grade is 1.3 g/t  Deep South
Resource cutoff grade is 1.2 g/t  Swan UG Resource cutoff grade is 4.0 g/t for Indicated resource wireframes near historic workings and 6.0 g/t for Inferred
resource wireframes away from historic workings. In transitioning the Swan UG resource from JORC2004 to 2012 in 2015 the Inferred resource cut-off grade
has gone from 5.0 to 6.0 g/t Au. The resource is based on an approximate 2.5m minimum vertical mining width.  Swift UG Resource cutoff grade is 6.0 g/t. In
transitioning the Swift UG resource from JORC2004 to 2012 in 2015 the Inferred resource cut-off grade has gone from 5.0 to 6.0g/t Au  Omega UG Resource
cutoff grade is 3.0 g/t  Kingfisher UG Resource cutoff grade is 3.0 g/t
The information in this release that relates to the Swan OC, Eagles Peak, Orion, Deep South, Swan UG, Swift UG, Omega, and Kingfisher Mineral Resources
is based on information compiled by or reviewed by Dr Spero Carras (FAusIMM). Dr Carras is the Executive Director of Carras Mining Pty Ltd and was acting
as a consultant to Legend Mining Ltd in 2006 and Panoramic Resources Ltd in 2012. Dr Carras has sufficient experience that is relevant to the style of
mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which they are undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2004
Edition of the Australian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves. Dr Carras consents to the inclusion in the release of
the matters based on their information in the form and context in which it appears.
Heron South resource cutoff grade is 0.5 g/t  Howards resource cutoff grade is 0.5 g/t Specimen Well resource cutoff grade is 0.5 g/t Toedter resource
cutoff grade is 0.5 g/t Wilsons resource cutoff grade is 2.0 g/t

For further details on the Gum Creek Minerals Resources, including 2012 JORC disclosures, refer to the Company’s Mineral
Resource and Ore Reserve Statements at 30 June 2015, released in the Company’s ASX announcement of 30 September 2015.
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No New Information or Data
This announcement contains references to Exploration Results and Mineral Resource estimates, all of which have been cross referenced to
previous market announcement(s) made by the Company. The Company confirms that it is not aware of any new information or data that
materially affects the information included in the relevant market announcements and, in the case of estimates of Mineral Resources, that all
material assumptions and technical parameters underpinning the estimates in the relevant market announcement continue to apply and have
not materially changed.

Competent Person’s Statement
The information in this release that relates to Exploration Targets and Exploration Results is based on information compiled by John Hicks. Mr
Hicks is a member of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy (AusIMM) and is a full-time employee and shareholder of Panoramic
Resources Limited. Mr Hicks also holds performance rights in relation to Panoramic Resources Limited.
The aforementioned has sufficient experience that is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of target/deposit under consideration and to
the activity which he is undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2012 Edition of the Australian Code for Reporting of
Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves. Mr Hicks consents to the inclusion in the release of the matters based on the
information in the form and context in which it appears.

Appendix 1 – 2012 JORC Disclosures
Gum Creek Gold Project - Table 1, Section 2 - Reporting of Exploration Results
Criteria
Mineral tenement
and land tenure
status

JORC Code explanation
 Type, reference name/number, location and ownership
including agreements or material issues with third parties
such as joint ventures, partnerships, overriding royalties,
native title interests, historical sites, wilderness or national
park and environmental settings.



Exploration done
by other parties



Geology



Drill hole
Information





Commentary
 The Gum Creek Gold Project (GCGP), formerly the
Gidgee Gold Project, is a gold mining centre that has been
on care and maintenance since 2005. The GCGP is
currently secured by 46 tenements, comprising 9
Exploration Licences (ELs), 21 Mining Leases (MLs), 6
Prospecting Licences (PLs) and 10 Miscellaneous
Licences (refer to the “Schedule of Tenements” in the
latest PAN Annual Report). If there is production on the
tenements, various royalties will be payable to third parties
in relation to various tenements.
The security of the tenure held at the time of reporting
 All tenements and land tenure are current and in good
along with any known impediments to obtaining a licence
standing. Panoramic Resources Limited (PAN), through its
to operate in the area.
wholly owned entity, Panoramic Gold Pty Ltd, has 100%
ownership of the tenements and subject, to any necessary
approvals, the sole right to explore for and/or mine all
commodities within the area of the PLs, ELs and MLs.
Acknowledgment and appraisal of exploration by other
 Since acquiring the GCGP in 2011, PAN has conducted all
parties.
exploration activities on the GCGP tenements. Previous
owners of the Project include:
o Australian Resources Limited, 1988 – 1999
o Abelle Limited, 1999 – 2003
o Harmony Gold Mining Co Ltd, 2003
o Legend Mining Limited, 2003 – 2005 (mining
ceased)
Deposit type, geological setting and style of mineralisation.  The GCGP contains a series of shear and vein host gold
deposits of both free milling and refractory character. All
deposits are classified as belonging to the Archaean
orogenic category of gold deposits.
A summary of all information material to the understanding  Exploration at Gum Creek is conducted on the series of
of the exploration results including a tabulation of the
historical exploration grids within the Map Grid of Australia
following information for all Material drill holes:
(MGA) GDA94 Zone 50.
o easting and northing of the drill hole collar
o elevation or RL (Reduced Level – elevation above sea
level in metres) of the drill hole collar
o dip and azimuth of the hole
o down hole length and interception depth
o hole length.
If the exclusion of this information is justified on the basis  The exploration results and information reported in this
that the information is not Material and this exclusion does
announcement relate to the undertaking of a geophysical
not detract from the understanding of the report, the
Induced Polarisation (IP) Survey and did not involve
Competent Person should clearly explain why this is the
drilling – therefore no drill hole information is applicable to
case.
the results.
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Criteria

JORC Code explanation

Commentary

Data aggregation
methods



In reporting Exploration Results, weighting averaging
techniques, maximum and/or minimum grade truncations
(eg cutting of high grades) and cut-off grades are usually
Material and should be stated.
Where aggregate intercepts incorporate short lengths of
high grade results and longer lengths of low grade results,
the procedure used for such aggregation should be stated
and some typical examples of such aggregations should
be shown in detail.
The assumptions used for any reporting of metal
equivalent values should be clearly stated.
These relationships are particularly important in the
reporting of Exploration Results.
If the geometry of the mineralisation with respect to the
drill hole angle is known, its nature should be reported.
If it is not known and only the down hole lengths are
reported, there should be a clear statement to this effect
(eg ‘down hole length, true width not known’).
Appropriate maps and sections (with scales) and
tabulations of intercepts should be included for any
significant discovery being reported These should include,
but not be limited to a plan view of drill hole collar locations
and appropriate sectional views.
Where comprehensive reporting of all Exploration Results
is not practicable, representative reporting of both low and
high grades and/or widths should be practiced to avoid
misleading reporting of Exploration Results.



The exploration results and information reported in this
announcement relate to the undertaking of a geophysical
Induced Polarisation (IP) Survey and did not involve
drilling – therefore no drill hole data aggregation methods
is applicable to the results.



The exploration results and information reported in this
announcement relate to the undertaking of a geophysical
Induced Polarisation (IP) Survey and did not involve
drilling – therefore relationships between mineralisation
widths and intercept lengths are not applicable to the
results.



The diagrams and plans in this announcement are
deemed to be appropriate for the level of data available
and on the information being reported on.



The exploration results and information reported in this
announcement are sufficiently detailed in nature for the
announcement to be considered sufficiently balanced and
not misleading.

Other substantive 
exploration data

Other exploration data, if meaningful and material, should
be reported including (but not limited to): geological
observations; geophysical survey results; geochemical
survey results; bulk samples – size and method of
treatment; metallurgical test results; bulk density,
groundwater, geotechnical and rock characteristics;
potential deleterious or contaminating substances.





The nature and scale of planned further work (eg tests for
lateral extensions or depth extensions or large-scale stepout drilling).
Diagrams clearly highlighting the areas of possible
extensions, including the main geological interpretations
and future drilling areas, provided this information is not
commercially sensitive.



The exploration results and information reported in this
announcement relate to the undertaking of a geophysical
Induced Polarisation (IP) Survey conducted at Target 13
within the GCGP. The Survey was supervised by
Newexco. Survey specifications are as follows:
o Location – Gum Creek Greenstone Belt
o Project – Gum Creek Gold Project
o Prospect – Wilsons South
o Client – Panoramic Gold Pty Ltd
o Grid 1 – Mt Townsend
o Grid 2 – GDA94MGAZ50
o Survey Configuration – Dipole-Dipole
o Number of Profiles – 13
o Line spacing – 400m
o Target 13 line spacing – 800m
o Target 13 nos profiles – 11
o Target 13 length – 2,000m
o Number of RX dipoles – 180
o Base Frequency – 0.125 Hz
o A spacing – 100m
o N spacing – 8
o M – 450ms to 1150ms
o Stacking – As required
o Readings– Consistent readings
o Windowing – Semi log
o Receiver – GDD 32
o Transmitter – GDD 5000
o Generator – 10kva
o Wire – HV Tx
o Target 13 datum – 755100mE, 6955560mN
The exploration results and information reported in this
announcement relate to recent exploration work involving
geophysical IP surveying at the GCGP. Work is ongoing
and further results will be reported if and when they
become available.




Relationship
between
mineralisation
widths and
intercept lengths



Diagrams



Balanced
reporting



Further work
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